The energy output performance and thermal stability of organic energetic materials have a strong dependence on the porosity, particle morphology, and micro-scale crystal structure. This paper reviews the growth habit of pure pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) crystals and the effect of metal impurities on microcrystal morphology of PETN films. The pure crystal growth shows that PETN molecules diffuse on the surface and nucleate in a two-dimensional layer-by-layer fashion; the final structure is controlled by the deposition flux. Also, the effect of metal cation impurities has a strong impact on the thermal stability and crystal structure, and is dependent on the doping level.
Introduction
Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) is one of the most common high explosives and is primarily used in detonators; however it has also been used in terrorist events. Therefore, understanding the structure and performance of PETN has broad implications for both industry and counterterrorism. In high explosive research, much attention has been focused on energy output [1] , stability, and detection [2] . The performance of the energetic material depends on crystal structure and surface morphology. The crystal habit [3] and the thin film structure of energetic material [4] can be used to predict the energy output and performance. Blackburn and Reithel [5] noted that the size of individual PETN crystals has a pronounced effect on the buildup/reaction zone during detonation. However, controlling the crystal forms is difficult because the structures vary in each individual crystal depending on growth conditions, such as supersaturation, temperature [6] and vapor flux [7] . Furthermore, the same chemical species may show different crystal forms, such as polyhedral [8] , skeletal, and dendritic [9] within the same batch. Also, the perfection and homogeneity of the crystal can be influenced by the length scale. For example, at the nanometer scale, the spiral growth, layer-by-layer growth, growth banding and dislocations will decide the growth rate and growth direction. At the micrometer scale, the texture and structure can be influenced by adjacent crystals leading to aggregation and twinning [10, 11] . All these growth fluctuations exist not only in crystals formed by inorganic processes, but also from organic materials.
To understand how the performance of an energetic material is related to the crystal structure, one must regard the characteristics exhibited by crystal forms (morphology of crystals) as a primary factor [12] . Up to date, various techniques have been developed that produce bulk single crystals and thin films with high perfection and homogeneity by strictly controlling the growth parameters. However, the relationship between the crystal structure and the energy output has not been established. In this paper, we summarize the possible factors of the crystal structure that may impact the energy output performance of an energetic material, based on findings reported in literature and the recent work of the present authors. In Section 2, the pure PETN crystal growth habit and morphology is described. Section 3 covers the thermal stability and crystal surface morphology of PETN crystals modified by metal cations. Section 4 provides information on the crystal microstructure of PETN thin films formed on inert substrate.
Pure bulk PETN crystal growth
PETN is a benchmark energetic material for primary and secondary explosives, with a body centered tetragonal structure and lattice parameters of = = 9 38 Å, = 6 71 Å [13] , making it a typical molecular crystal. However, most research on PETN has focused on bulk powders and there are limited reports on single crystals [14, 15] . Many results in the literature for pure PETN crystal growth have been simulations. For example, the habit and surface diffusion was studied for the first time with a lattice Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [16] , which revealed that the facet growth on the crystal surface strongly depends on the relative rates of particle addition and diffusion. The MC simulation shows that the (110) facets of pure PETN crystal nucleate stable 2-D islands that allow these faces to grow through the motion of monatomic steps. Burnham et al. [17] provided the first experimental results supporting the simulations and was able to determine kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of PETN single crystals by using atomic force microscopy (AFM) where the nanometer surface structure was observed. Figure 1A shows the structure (110) surface of a pure PETN crystal (inset); multiple 2-D dislocations are formed on the crystal surface. Figure 1B is a high resolution area, showing clear layer-by-layer 2-D nucleation. The crystals were grown at a supersaturation (σ ) of σ = 0 1 ∼ 0 5 in a serial of small glass vials at room temperature in acetone. The solution supersaturation is defined as σ = ( − )/ , where and are the initial and equilibrium concentrations of PETN, respectively. The crystal surfaces were characterized by contact mode AFM with a silicon nitride cantilever with a nominal constant of 1 ∼ 40 N/m in air. The layer by layer PETN formation has been confirmed by a previous study [18] with step height ∼ 2 nm. The crystal growth morphology verified results of MC simulation where they predicted a quasi mound growth mechanism [16] . One reason PETN grows in this manner is because PETN has a relatively high surface mobility, which lowers the surface free energy. Therefore, the equilibrium morphology yields a layer by layer growth mechanism. Also, due to the high mobility of PETN molecules, the surface aspect ratio changes depending on the surface diffusion and/or sublimation over time along a thermodynamically favorable path. Lin et al. [19] has reported that the diffusion path of PETN molecules on the (101) facet is along the (010) direction, while the diffusion path on the (110) facet is along the potential energy surface (112) direction, which has been simulated by transition state theory.
Doped PETN crystal growth with metal ions
The impurities in PETN crystals can alter its physical and chemical properties. Kruppa et al. [20] found that the presence of minor impurities from the large scale synthesis of explosive PETN may impact its thermal stability. There are limited reports of impurities on crystal morphology due to the complexity of the interactions between impurities and PETN molecules [21] . In general, morphology modification of bulk crystals has been achieved by adding impurities to growth media; these impurities are capable of attaching to specific crystal faces, thereby altering relative growth rates of the crystal faces. There have been numerous reviews on the effects of impurities on crystal structure, crystal growth, and the mechanisms of adsorption of impurities [22, 23] as well as crystal habit and crystal growth dynamics [3, 24] . For example, Berkovitch-Yellin et al. [22] reported that the stereo-specific inhibition can be used to control the growth of preselected faces. Buckley [25] reported a systematic study of the change in the crystal structure of sodium chlorate (NaClO 3 ) crystals by addition of various dyes (impurities) and found that a change from cuboid morphology to tetrahedral morphology at different levels of impurity concentrations occurred.
There have not been many studies to date dealing with the impurity effect on the thermal stability of PETN crystals [15, 26] ). Until recently, the knowledge of macro-steps, or single steps, dynamics and surface morphological evolution on crystal surfaces has been investigated primarily based on theoretical models; the most notable being the theory of Burton, Cabrerra and Frank (BCF) [27, 28] and its modification [29] , or experiments [30, 31] . The crystal growth progresses either in step-flow at pre-existing steps on vicinal surfaces or through layer-by-layer and multilayer growth on nucleation islands. For example, barite shows a 2-D nucleation on the (001) surface under a supersaturated pure BaSO 4 solution [31] , and a periodic growth process of spiral protuberances on calcite surfaces [32], where an interaction process between 2-D nuclei and spiral dislocations and a reconstruction process involving 3-D nuclei and amorphous aggregates occurs. Various effects are caused by impurities in crystallization process, such as metastable zone width and product parameter shape. However, most of the experimental observations of step bunching or impurities doping on crystal growth have been reported with macro molecules such as thallium acid phthalate [33] , lysozyme [34] , and inorganic materials such as zinc oxide [35] , and CdZnTe [36] . Pitchimani et al. [15] reported the changes in morphology of PETN crystals doped with the ions of iron, calcium, sodium and zinc. These specific ions were chosen because they are commonly found in water, and a typical step during the production of PETN relies on crash precipitation in water. Their work was aimed at determining the thermal stability of the crystals by annealing, to determine if metal ions changed the properties at the macro and microscopic levels. However, only one parameter (surface roughness) was used to characterize the stability of the crystals under various annealing temperatures, which provided phenomenological evidence as those shown in Figure 2 . The right-hand side images (') are after annealing at 80°C for 1 hour. The AFM images of the pure PETN before annealing (Figure 2A ) show wide and long terraces and the RMS roughnesses measured on these terraces vary around 0.6 and 1.5 nm and the step heights are found to be around 15 nm. After the crystal was annealed at 80°C for one hour, the surface became rougher due to surface sublimation as shown in Figure 2A '. Figure 2B and 2C show the effects of calcium and sodium impurities on PETN. The AFM images of Ca-doped and Na-doped PETN were not significantly different from the pure PETN, indicating that these cations do not impact thermal stability. Figures 2D and 2D ' are for Fe-doped PETN crystals. After annealing, the step heights are found to be between 6-100 nm, indicating step bunching, and they also showed smoother terraces (RMS roughness between 1 and 2 nm); the terrace widths are smaller prior to annealing. The most remarkable additive was zinc ( Figure 2E ). Both the bulk and nanoscale morphology were strongly affected. The AFM images of the top face of the room temperature grown Zn-doped crystals show a rougher surface (absence of any wide terraces) compared to that of pure PETN, with step heights ranging from 5 to 40 nm. As can be seen from the AFM images of Zn-doped PETN crystals, the surface does not show a significant difference before and after annealing. The thermal stability of impurity-doped PETN crystals have also been investigated with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [26] and AFM [37] . The results show that Zn-doped PETN crystals have a lower molecular jump frequency. Further studies on the effect of Zn concentration have been performed to determine the concentration dependence of zinc loading on PETN morphology, Zhang et al. [18] showed minimal differences in the crystal habit compared to pure PETN at low concentrations of zinc. Also, the concentration of the impurity has been found to have a strong impact on the crystal aspect ratio. With higher Zn-doping concentration, the crystal shows a lower aspect ratio. The change in aspect ratio is thought to be due to the impurities affecting the surface diffusion rate.
The nanostructure of Zn-doped PETN shows multiple dislocations as shown in Figure 3A . However, the impurity concentration or species does not change the mechanism; the layer-by-layer 2-D crystal dislocations are observed on the (110) facet regardless of concentration. The impurities appear to interact with a step edge, and part of the impurities is likely incorporated into the growth layers such as those shown in Figure 3B . The dislocation connected areas show wide groves; Figure 3C shows a zoomed area where the impurities exist at the connecting area.
Crystallization of PETN thin films on inert substrate at various pressures
The deposition of organic molecules on a substrate is a typical non-equilibrium process, which has the tendency to form an equilibrium state by forming islands or crystalline structures as opposed to continuous thin films. Fabrication of a homogeneous thin film is dependent on thermodynamic equilibrium conditions and kinetic processes [38] .
Generally, on a rigid substrate, the condition for formation of stable layers depends on the surface wetting [39] . There are three basic growth modes: (i) layer-by-layer [40] , where the same wetting conditions apply for each subsequent layer, leading to layer by layer growth; (ii) layer-plus-island [41] , where the wetting applies to a finite number of initial layers, leading to a few uniform layers followed by cluster formation; and (iii) island growth [42] where clusters form on a bare surface and the growth is dependent on deposition rate and substrate temperature. The balance between intermolecular interactions and interlayer interactions (including molecular layer-substrate layer) is determinant for whether a two-dimensional growth (continuous film) or three-dimensional growth (island growth) occurs under thermodynamic equilibrium [43] . Although the thermodynamic equilibrium model has been successfully applied to organic materials [44] , important morphological properties like nucleation density, island size distribution or dendrite growth cannot be satisfactorily described by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium. Kinetic processes such as surface diffusion can strongly influence the film properties, which also depend on film preparation parameters such as temperature and deposition rate. Many important experiments have been performed to understand the structure and dynamics of dendritic growth during organic thin film growth. For example, Biscarini et al. [45] reported that different forms of aggregation in sexithienyl thin films are induced upon a systematic increase in the temperature of the substrate during evaporation. Kaefer and Witte [46] reported for the first time that using high substrate temperatures and high flux to evaporate rubene films on silicon produces orientated crystallites, rather than branched networks of crystalline fibers on the surface, which are observed at low flux and low temperature. In addition, there are several different deposition methods that have been used to prepare organic thin films under vacuum, such as organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) [47, 48] , organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) [49] , and laser assisted evaporation [50] . Even though these methods provide efficient ways to produce compact films, vacuum is a limiting factor due to low sublimation pressure of some organic materials, thus limiting the study of many materials. The preparation of PETN as a thin film is an effective way of studying nano-scale properties and phenomena. The surface morphology of PETN films prepared under atmospheric pressure and vacuum were investigated by the present authors by optical microscopy and AFM. The PETN molecules are deposited on silicon substrates with weak interactions (physisorbed). The solidification kinetics of PETN thin films at room temperature is analyzed by fractal dimension calculations. The strategies and concepts developed in this study should provide guidance for the further development and optimization of other energetic materials and organic thin films preparation.
PETN film formed at atmospheric pressure
PETN is easily super-cooled down to room temperature without crystallization [51] (melting point 141 ± 1°C) and the nucleation rate is very slow and appears to be homogeneous. PETN forms drop-like islands on the silicon surface during deposition under atmospheric conditions. The PETN droplet formation on the surface corresponds to the Volmer-Weber film growth structure [52] . Once the droplets form on the substrate, they grow in the supersaturation environment, which is where PETN vapor is saturated with respect to the PETN crystal when the temperature is below the melting point. After 1-2 hours deposition, the defects on the substrate or foreign bodies provide nucleation sites and lower the nucleation energy [53] , which initiates film nucleation and growth on the substrate. Figure 4 shows the branched growth at the expense of the droplet; the PETN molecules diffuse on the substrate, and depletion of PETN vapor causes the droplets to evaporate, meaning that the branches grows at the droplet's expense.
The branch morphology formation is likely due to the Ostwald ripening effect [54] . The large aggregates have lower potential energy than the incoming molecules in the liquid phase, and thus the molecules have preference to attach to the large aggregates, while small islands have large potential energy and thus lose molecules. The diffusive mass transfer between branches and islands is governed by surface diffusion along the substrate surface. After the branches fully develop, the fractal shapes are stable over several days. The average height of these PETN branches has no significant dependence on the deposition thickness.
The temperature of the environment was found to influence the growth rate of the branches. To quantify the effect of the temperature, the average branch growth rate during annealing was measured [55] . The rates of growth and shrinkage of the dendritic branches as a function of temperature can be understood within the framework of a simple theoretical model that takes into account competing processes of: (1) surface-diffusion-mediated molecular aggregation; and (2) thermal desorption of PETN molecules from the aggregated dendrites. Process (1) dominates at temperatures less than 60°C, thereby leading to a net growth rate of the branches, while process (2) takes over at higher temperatures, resulting in feature shrinkage and ultimate disappearance. Figure 5 shows representative optical images of the fractal growth of PETN films with various thicknesses. The thickness of the as-deposited film can influence the shape of the fractals, which could be needle or tree-like branches, or dendrite. In addition, the dendrite branches overlap with each other, and are observed as the thickness is increased up to 500 nm. The process of PETN branch growth from super-cooled liquid droplet is a typical non-equilibrium process. Witten and Sander [56] proposed a diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) model, which is a kinetic process with fractal dimension ∼ 1 7, to explain the dendrite growth of crystalline films. DLA is a simulation framework in which particles undergoing random motion walk and stick to the surface of a growing aggregate whenever they encounter it. This model has been applied to explain the initial growth stage of pentacene [57] , which is influenced by the surface properties, while the nucleation density is proportional to the incident flux and inversely proportional to the surface diffusivity of pentacene. In order to quantify the observations in Figure 5 , the fractal dimension of the dendrites were calculated based on digitalizing the features onto a black-white mode using Image J software. The fractal dimension of PETN dendrite in Figure 2A , 2B, 2C and 2D have been evaluated with box-counting method [58] ; the fractal dimension of the patterns are 1.25, 1.41, 1.52, and 1.60, respectively. Figure2E shows the tendency of fractal dimension as the deposition thickness is increased. As the branches fully develop, the micro-structure of PETN film shows wellconnected branches with micro scales. The branches split into fork-like shape and the termination of the branch growth results from the depletion of the material around the branches. The crystallization of a meta-stable PETN film can be induced by the AFM tip [53] . As the AFM tip scans through the film surface, nucleation is initiated from the scanned area. There are a number of possible parameters which may influence the growth of dendrites on the thin film, including scan size, scan rate and force. Zhang and Weeks [53] found that the size of the area scanned did not have any influence on dendrite growth, which was confirmed through different scanning areas ranging from 0.01 µm 2 to 2500 µm 2 . The force applied to the surface also did not appear to influence dendritic growth. The scan speed, however, clearly impacted the morphology change. With lower scan rates the morphology produces longer islands. It is thus possible to use the tip scan rate to tune the crystal shape.
PETN film formed under vacuum
At thermodynamic equilibrium between molecular vapor and the nuclei in the initial stage of film growth, the factors governing the growth mode are primarily moleculesubstrate interactions and molecule-molecule interactions [59] . For the first few adsorbate layers, layer-by-layer growth is observed when substrate-molecule interactions are much stronger than molecule-molecule interactions [60] . Above a certain film thickness, the substrate no longer directly affects growth, and the growth mode is mainly governed by the anisotropy of the interactions between the molecules comprising the crystalline film. However, important morphological properties like nucleation density, island size distribution or island shape cannot be satisfactorily described or predicted by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Kinetic factors such as surface diffusion rate can strongly impact these film properties and their impact depends on film preparation parameters like substrate temperature, substrate surface treatment, or deposition rate [61] . For example, Au crystals grown on graphite have a pronounced dendritic character with low nucleation density [62] [63] [64] , indicating that the periphery of the crystals has become unstable under the high diffusion flux of atoms across the substrate. The kinetics of film morphology can be determined by R (Eq. 1), which is the ratio of the surface diffusion process to the rate the incoming molecules adsorb onto the substrate.
where F , the vapor flux, determines the density of molecules diffusing onto the substrate per unit area per unit time. D is the surface diffusion coefficient. However, the nucleation density N can be determined by R through [65] :
where the exponent χ is related to the critical island size i by χ = /( + 2) [66] . Islands comprising + 1 molecules are stable against dislocation. C is a constant. The surface diffusion can be calculated with Eq. 3:
where D 0 is the pre-factor, and E is the diffusion energy barrier; these two factors will determine the substrate properties. T , the substrate temperature, determines the kinetic energy of the adsorbate to overcome the diffusion barrier and the deposition. is Plank constant. Therefore, the nucleation density can be written as:
In this study, the films were prepared on silicon substrate at room temperature (T is constant). The substrates show the same effect on film morphology (i.e. the surface diffusion D 0 , diffusion barrier E , and χ are constant), thus Eq. 4 can be simplified to N = C F −C , where C and C are constants. Thus, the microcrystal nucleation density N is only determined by the vapor flux F . As F is increased, the nucleation density will decrease at the beginning of the deposition. Figure 6 shows the same deposition thickness PETN films prepared at 0.03 nm/s and 2.5 nm/s flux rates. In addition, PETN molecules have very high surface mobility, so the molecules will diffuse toward the nucleation site, forming a typical DLA mechanism [67] and thereby forming the dendrite growth. The microcrystal structure transitions from dendrite growth to hexagon shape crystal formation with increasing vapor flux [68] . The microstructure of the films did not show much difference with the film thickness and the diameters of the dendrites remained at ∼ 10 µm even with larger film thicknesses. Messier and Yehoda [69] proposed the structure zone model (SZM) to explain the surface structure of the thin films, in which the dominant mechanisms of film growth are classified by homologous temperature T /T (where T is the deposition temperature and T is the melting point). They concluded that the film growth at T /T > 0 5 is governed by bulk surface diffusion mechanisms. The PETN films were deposited at roomtemperature (T /T ∼ 0 72), and therefore are governed by bulk crystal growth. With PETN film deposition vapor flux higher than 2.5 nm/s, and for film thickness ∼ 300 nm and above, the substrate influence is negligible, and bulk surface diffusion dominates the process, which has an important effect on the dynamic evolution. The surface roughness exponents were examined with dynamic scaling theory, which yielded a growth exponent (β) of 0.56 [70] . Although the question of how bulk surface diffusion induces the anomalous scaling behavior of surfaces of polycrystalline film has not been treated theoretically, several experimental studies suggest this effect could lead to a high value of β due to the change of grain geometry [71, 72] . The value of β obtained here is consistent with these reports, indicating that bulk surface diffusion is major contributor [70] . Based on the dynamic scaling analysis, the slope of polycrystallinity shows a dramatic drop as the film thickness exceeds 300 nm. As the surface of the substrate is covered by the PTEN molecules, and as the flux is increased, a large number of body collisions can occur, which may assist a conformational change that together with the higher mobility of the molecular entities allows facet islands growth with long range ordering.
Summary
In this study, pure PETN crystal growth habit, impurities doped PETN crystal growth mechanism, and microcrystal growth on substrate have been investigated. Pure bulk PETN crystal growth from solution shows layer-by-layer two-dimensional mechanism, which is due to the high mobility of the PENT molecules and high diffusion rate on the surface. The ion-doped PETN crystals show rougher surfaces after the crystals are annealed at 80°C for one hour; also, the crystal sublimation activation energies exhibit some vibrations. However, the growth mechanism did not change with the introduction of impurities. Based on the thermal analysis, the Zn-doped PETN has higher jump frequency, which can stabilize the PETN crystals. The branched microcrystal growth was triggered by the surface impurities or AFM tips. The AFM tip induced dendrite growth, and can be used to tune the crystal morphology and control the microcrystal porosity. The microcrystal formation with high vacuum deposition has a strong dependence on the substrate temperature and vapor flux. A detailed crystal growth mechanism has not been reported, however several possible postulations have been proposed in this study.
